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Veteran suicide is one of the most complex and pressing health issues in the
United States. According to the 2020 National Veteran Suicide Prevention
Annual Report, since 2018 an average of 17.2 Veterans died by suicide each
day. Veteran suicide risk screening is currently limited to suicide hotlines,
patient reporting, patient visits, and family or friend reporting. As a result of
these limitations, innovative approaches in suicide screening are increasingly
garnering attention. An essential feature of these innovative methods
includes better incorporation of risk factors that might indicate higher risk
for tracking suicidal ideation based on personal behavior. Digital
technologies create a means through which measuring these risk factors
more reliably, with higher fidelity, and more frequently throughout daily life is
possible, with the capacity to identify potentially telling behavior patterns. In
this review, digital predictive biomarkers are discussed as they pertain to
suicide risk, such as sleep vital signs, sleep disturbance, sleep quality, and
speech pattern recognition. Various digital predictive biomarkers are
reviewed and evaluated as well as their potential utility in predicting and
diagnosing Veteran suicidal ideation in real time. In the future, these digital
biomarkers could be combined to generate further suicide screening for
diagnosis and severity assessments, allowing healthcare providers and
healthcare teams to intervene more optimally.
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Introduction

In the United States, Veteran suicide rates have been steadily rising since 2009 (1).

According to the 2020 National Veteran Suicide Prevention Annual Report, since 2018

an average of 17.2 Veterans have died by suicide each day (2). There is a significant

demand to redefine how suicidality is effectively identified and triaged to more readily

identify patterns that correlate to suicidal ideation. Further exacerbating this current

medical predicament, the COVID-19 pandemic has only served to further highlight
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the significant shortage of mental health professionals in the

United States (3, 4). In order to combat the rising rates of

suicide, it is paramount to more optimally identify Veterans

with elevated suicide risk. This approach has been supported

by the White House as part of the five priorities for reducing

military and Veteran suicide (5).
Risk factors for suicide within the Veteran
population

In the effort to lower Veteran suicide rates, many risk

factors for increased suicide risk have been identified (6).

Several of the strongest predictors being attempt history, post-

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms, alcohol use

disorder, depression, and anxiety (7, 8). Social factors such as

local unemployment and community engagement have also be

described as relating to Veteran suicide risk (9). Those with

multiple risk factors were shown to have even higher suicide

risk (8). Many biomarkers have also been related to suicide

risk in the Veteran population (10). Recently, structural brain

imaging findings, neurotransmitter levels, the hypothalamic

pituitary adrenal axis, inflammatory response, lipid levels, and

neuroplasticity have all been implicated with risk of suicide in

the general population (11). Additionally, factors such as

heart rate variability, sleep disturbances, and speech patterns

have also been correlated with suicide risk (12–14).

Identifying Veterans with biomarkers such as these could lead

to more accurate suicide screening (15).
Suicide screening and clinical tools

Screening refers to the systematic application of a test or

enquiry to identify individuals at sufficient risk of a specific

diagnosis to warrant further investigation (16). Currently, the

screening of Veterans for suicide risk is limited to those who

are willing to divulge their mental health status on self-report

assessments, patient interviews in a clinical setting, suicide

hotlines, and self, family, or friend reporting to a healthcare

professional (17). In 2019, utilizing the VA’s Suicide Risk

Identification Strategy (Risk ID), the prevalence of suicidal

ideation within the Veteran population was 3.5% (18). Risk

ID is a suicide risk screening process that uses the nine item

Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9), Columbia-Suicide

Severity Rating Scale (C-SSRS), and the VHA Comprehensive

Suicide Risk Evaluation (CSRE) (18). Patients who screen

positive via the PHQ-9 move on to the C-SSRS for further

evaluation, and those who screen positive on the C-SSRS

move onto the CRSE. The PHQ-9 is a tested and reliable

measure of depression severity (19). Item 9 of the PHQ-9

assesses the presence of suicidal ideation within the past two

weeks (18). Higher levels of suicidal ideation, as indicated by
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item 9, have been associated with a higher risk of suicide

among Veterans (20). However, many Veteran suicides occur

in patients who respond “not at all” to item 9 (20). The C-

SSRS is a six-item screener designed to determine the

presence of suicidal ideation, method, intent, and plan during

the last thirty days (21). In 2011, this screener was suggested

to be suitable for assessing suicidal ideation and behavior in

adolescence and adults (21). The CSRE is a suicide screening

tool developed by the Risk ID workgroup in 2019 (18).

Interestingly, the CSRE is not a scripted assessment and

encourages providers to use their clinical expertise and

knowledge of the Veteran to stratify both acute and chronic

suicide risk (18). Stratifying Veteran suicide risk based on

severity and temporality has been shown to help providers

create individualized treatment plans (22).

However, the PHQ-9 and C-SSRS have been found to be

insufficient screening tools for suicide risk in at-risk

populations, including the Veteran population (23, 24).

Yarborough et al. found that among individuals with

substance use disorders, in 46% of outpatient visits that were

followed by a suicide attempt within 90 days, the patients did

not meet the qualification criteria for having suicidal ideation

utilizing these tools (24). Using this data, patients who are not

identified as having suicide risk via the PHQ-9 should not be

declared immune to subsequent suicide attempt or heightened

risk of suicidality (24). Additionally, the C-SSRS has recently

been shown to be insensitive to suicide risk thirty days after

patients being discharge from the emergency department

(ED) (23). Simpson et al. found that of the adult United

States citizens that presented to the ED and subsequently died

of suicide within the following twelve months, the majority

did not receive ED psychiatric care and had a negative

screening via the C-SSRS. Since these tools exhibit

questionable results, it would be ideal for Veterans to be

screened and strategically monitored for suicidal ideation as

the ideation evolves (18). Some of the largest challenges when

screening Veterans for suicide risk stem from ineffective

screening tools that fail to provide patient insights in real-

time (25). Incorporating digital biomarkers as part of an

active screening process may help create the capability to help

overcome these challenges.
Smartphones and wearable technologies

As smartphone and wearable technologies are becoming

more common in everyday life, they are also becoming more

integrated into medical research and clinical medicine (26).

This is partly due to mobile sensor technology being capable

of measuring digital biomarkers outside of clinical visits (27).

Mobile technologies have also been shown to encourage

healthy lifestyles by providing real-time information to

patients (28). The affordability of these technologies is also
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leading to their increased use in health monitoring (29). These

technologies are currently being employed in many fields such

as Alzheimer’s treatment, cancer research, and mental health

(30–32).
Digital predictive biomarkers

As the medical world further navigates the evolution of

digital medicine technologies, Torous et al. posits that mobile

technology can aid in the early detection and reduction of

suicide and reduction of suicide rates (33). Through the use

of digital medicine technologies designed for tracking changes

in mood, stress, anxiety, meditation, and coping, digital

biomarkers can shed light on the overall health of an

individual (34, 35). Utilizing smart phones, wearable

technologies, and applications, healthcare providers can more

strategically monitor these digital biomarkers for the early

signs of depression, suicidal thoughts, and suicidal risk (34,

36). In order to best understand how to approach depression

and suicidality from a digital health perspective, it is essential

to first define the term “digital biomarker.” Digital biomarkers

are metrics that are objectively gathered and measured by

wearable, implantable, or ingestible devices and sensors that

can be used as an indicator of normal or pathologic processes

(37). This broad definition describes many types of

biomarkers, including digital predictive biomarkers, which are

specifically used to identify individuals who are more likely to

experience an effect from exposure to a stimulus compared to

a similar person without the biomarker (38). For example, a

digital predictive biomarker might be overall daily activity

levels as they relate to the onset of a disease process (39).

Mobile technology can be utilized to perform real-time

collection of relevant digital predictive biomarkers, which can

lead to more timely interventions (40). The widespread

availability of technologies such as smartphones and wearable

devices have led to the opportunity to utilize digital predictive

biomarkers to help better predict and potentially prevent

suicide. Although screening for digital predictive biomarkers

has been suggested in the realm of Veteran suicide

prevention, no methods have been suggested for combining

these risk factors with traditional screening tools to improve

accuracy and efficiency of Veteran suicide risk screening.

There is a need to identify digital predictive biomarkers that

correlate to increased risk of Veteran suicide, as well as

biomarkers that can serve as early identifiers and proxy

markers for behaviors indicative of suicidal ideation to better

inform providers of Veteran mental health status in real time.

Given the current limitations of the PHQ-9 and C-SSRS

screening tools currently in clinical practice, there exist

various opportunities to incorporate digital biomarkers into

our existing screening modalities to further enhance

sensitivity, specificity, and efficiency of suicidality detection.
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This review aims to provide examples of current digital

predictive biomarkers that have already been correlated with

Veteran suicide risk. Then, present a method of incorporating

them into the screening process for Veteran suicide.
Results

The following digital predictive biomarkers were chosen

based on their levels of evidence, ability to be captured in

real-time via smartphone or wearable technologies, and they

had to be related to the Veteran’s physiology. Biomarkers

such as social media usage and geographic information were

excluded.
Biomarkers collected during sleep

Lemogne et al. and Chang et al. described baseline heart rate

collected through wearable devices to be a predictor of future

suicide attempts (41, 42). These studies utilized

electrocardiography (ECG) to measure resting heart rate (41,

42). ECG has also been utilized to establish links between

suicide risk and heart rate variability, sinus arrhythmias, and

QT variability (43–45). In 2019, Woodward et al hypothesized

that sleep heart rate, which is a proxy for basal heart rate, i.e.,

resting heart rate, could differentiate Veterans with chronic

PTSD who have suicidal ideations from those who do not

(46). By analyzing all-night heart rates derived from pulse

monitors, as well as snoring collected from another wearable

device, it was found that sleep heart rate, snoring, and body

mass index (BMI) were all able to differentiate between non-

suicidal participants and ones with suicidal ideation. Sleep

heart rate was shown to be significantly higher in participants

identified as suicidal compared to those who were not.

Snoring was also noted to be more prevalent. Finally, BMI

was two points higher in participants coded as suicidal.

Utilizing these digital biomarkers, 63% of participants were

correctly categorized as suicidal or non-suicidal based on

sleep heart rate, snoring, and BMI (Figure 1) (46). This data

shows that the digital biomarkers sleep heart rate, snoring,

and BMI may be used to identify Veterans with suicidal

ideation. However, it is important to note that Lemogne et al.

and Chang et al. lacked healthy control groups and were

confined to patients without psychiatric comorbidities. Thus,

comorbidities may play a larger role in the correlation

between sleep vital signs and suicidal ideation (42).
Sleep disturbance and quality

McCarthy et al., Bishop et al., and Don Richardson et al.

discovered a significant association between sleep disturbances
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 1

Figure stating the levels of evidence and statistical metrics of digital
biomarkers and screening tools discussed in this review.
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and suicidal ideation (47–49). Sleep disturbances include

difficulty falling asleep and staying asleep, both of which

qualify as metrics that can be monitored with digital

technologies (47–49). Regressive analysis was used to

investigate these associations while controlling for depressive,

PTSD, and anxiety symptom severity (49). Significant

associations between sleep disturbances and higher rates of

suicidality were found to be linked by an increase in

depressive symptom severity, ultimately contributing to the

Veteran’s suicidal ideations (49). Self-rated poor sleep quality

was also correlated with a greater than 60% likelihood of a

Veteran developing suicidal ideation (47). Another important

consideration when determining how sleep disturbances may

affect Veteran suicidality is the association between sleep

disturbances and the timing of Veteran suicide events (50).

When comparing the American Time Use Survey and the

National Violent Death Reporting System, McCarthy et al.

evaluated the association between suicide rates and nocturnal

wakefulness. They found that a greater proportion of Veterans

died by suicide between the hours of 00:00 and 03:00 than

what would be expected based on the number of Veterans

who were awake during that time frame. Thus, sleep

disturbances may lead to a higher chance of death by suicide.

The researchers further stratified the data into age brackets.

They found that Veterans greater than 65 years of age are

around ten times more likely to die of suicide between the

hours of 00:00–03:00, while Veterans between the ages of

18–39 are at a six times higher risk before midnight. This

data is useful because it could lead to more personalization

in treatment plans. For instance, knowing that in older

populations, observed suicides peak in the early morning
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safety plans and interventions for Veterans older than 65,

while evening and nighttime interventions may be more

appropriate for younger Veterans between the ages of 18

and 39 (50). The authors make clear that while more

research must be conducted to draw concrete associations

between sleep disturbances and Veteran suicide, their data

illustrates that using wearable devices to track sleep

disturbances and sleep quality may lead to more

personalized and appropriate intervention care plans for

Veteran populations (50).
Speech pattern recognition

Belouali et al. underscored how speech pattern

recognition can be a digital biomarker for insight into

suicidal ideation among Veterans (17). In this study, 124

Veteran participants provided 588 audio recordings of

themselves answering opened ended questionnaires

inquiring about their general health via a smartphone

application that researchers designed. Recordings were self-

submitted in a real-life setting and each recorded response

included a PHQ-9. Using a machine-learning approach, an

analysis was conducted on voice characteristics as well as

textual features in transcribed audio. Veterans with suicidal

ideation were found to have less animated, flatter voices

with less vocal energy, more breathy voice quality, less

abrupt changes, and increased monotony. These findings

showed that audio collection using a mobile application

outside of the clinic is useful in classifying suicidal ideation

with comparable effectiveness to the traditional screening

tools with 86% sensitivity and 70% specificity after analysis

(Figure 1). Therefore, the use of speech pattern recognition

technology may allow providers to intervene more

strategically prior to a suicide attempt. Conversely, the

authors noted that their collection techniques relied upon

self-reporting, thus some of the recording could have been

subjected to the Hawthorne effect and mislabeled if

participants were not willing to divulge their suicidal

ideation. However, when comparing their data, the

researchers hypothesized that utilizing mobile applications

encouraged patients to disclose more information compared

to conventional screening techniques. The researchers also

noted that demographics and mental states such as anxiety,

depression, and PTSD might have confounded results.

Further studies in this novel arena were recommended (17).
Discussion

Increasing Veteran suicide rates is a national health crisis

that deserves immediate attention (51). One approach to
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FIGURE 2

Proposed new method of screening Veterans for suicide risk which
combines continuous monitoring via digital biomarkers with the
current Risk ID process in order to enhance risk detection and
stratification.
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lowering suicide rates in the Veteran population could be to

screen Veterans for suicide risk with digital predictive

biomarkers, such as sleep vital signs, sleep disturbance, sleep

quality, and speech pattern recognition. Improving accuracy

and more strategic screening of Veterans is vital to identifying

and triaging suicide risk to ensure proper care to those with

the greatest need (18). Given that digital predictive

biomarkers have been shown in previous research to correlate

with the identification of increased suicidality, it may be

beneficial for these biomarkers to be used as screening tools

to assess suicide risk within the Veteran population. Current

screening tools, such as the PHQ-9 and C-SSRS have been

shown to be insufficient for identifying suicidal ideation. Na

et al (2018) found that for the PHQ-9, suicidal ideation

sensitivity and specificity was 87.6% and 66.1% respectively

(Figure 1) (52). Furthermore, the C-SSRS was shown to have

a sensitivity of 79.8% and a specificity of 51.5% (Figure 1)

(53). Additionally, other suicide risk screening tools such as

the Beck Scale for Suicidal Ideation, SAD PERSONS, Wald

test, as well as the PHQ-9 and C-SSRS were shown to have

poor predictive values for near-term events following ED

admission (54). Interestingly, a systematic review of available

suicide risk assessment tools found that no tool alone had

sufficient accuracy to predict suicide (55). The tracking of

digital predictive biomarkers could improving the chances of

identifying suicide risk in Veterans.
New method

Currently, screening for Veteran suicide risk is limited to

suicide hotlines, patient reporting, patient visits, and family or

friend reporting. By utilizing digital technologies, such as

smartphones and wearables, digital predictive biomarkers could

be continuously monitored outside of the healthcare setting.

Increasing time sampling for suicidal ideation has been shown to

be highly capable of detecting suicidal ideation at daily, and even

hourly increments (56). Thus, continuous screening through the

use of digital biomarkers could increase the probability of

detecting suicide risk in previously undetected Veterans.

When determining who to screen with digital predictive

biomarkers it is important to consider risk factors for suicide

within the Veteran population. Veterans at high risk, such as

those presenting with multiple risk factors, including but not

limited to PTSD, depression, or previous attempt history

should be screened utilizing digital biomarkers (Figure 2).

Veterans at high suicide risk could stand to benefit the most

from continuous monitoring because as stated earlier, suicidal

ideation is a complex process that evolves in real-time (57).

Once identified as high risk, Veterans would then have a

mobile health application capable of safely and securely

monitoring digital biomarkers installed onto their mobile

device or current wearable technology. If the Veteran does not
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i.e., a mobile or wearable device must be provided for them.

Once a Veteran has screened positive for suicide risk

utilizing digital predictive biomarkers, they must be put into

contact with a provider that is able to create a personalized

treatment plan quickly and effectively (Figure 2). Depending

on the Veteran’s location and proximity to resources the

provider they are put in contact with could be through a

hotline service, or an in-person clinical visit. The mobile

monitoring technology could be configured in a way to send

an alert the provider based on the Veterans preference. If the

Veteran prefers to utilize hotline services, an alert would be

sent to an available hotline representative to reach out to the

Veteran in need. If the Veteran prefers to see an in-person

provider, an alert would be sent to either their established

mental health provider or the nearest VA health system where

they can seek appropriate medical care. In either case, a

provider would be notified and asked to reach out to the

Veteran to start the treatment process as soon as possible.

Once the Veteran has been put into contact with the

appropriate mental health provider, a personalized treatment

plan must be developed and implemented (58). Tracking digital

biomarkers could help develop these plans (59). As stated earlier,

tracking digital biomarkers has been shown to accurately shed

light on an individual’s overall health as well as lead to more

timely interventions. The data collected via mobile technologies
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must be made available to the providers creating treatment plans to

enable them to create more personalized and effective treatment

strategies for Veterans with suicide risk.

It is important to note that the proposed new method of

screening Veterans for suicide risk should not replace the current

Risk ID process, instead tracking digital biomarkers should

augment the existing clinical screening process (Figure 2). There is

a growing body of evidence that shows that suicide screening and

evaluation in the clinical setting is effective, feasible, and can be

completed without major interruptions to workflow (60). Thus,

screening Veterans for suicide risk should continue in the clinical

setting. However, since the current screening tools have been

shown to be ineffective, screening could be augmented by tracking

digital biomarkers outside of the clinical visit. Thus, increasing the

chances of detecting Veteran suicide risk.

For these digital predictive biomarkers to be used effectively,

Veterans with mental illness must be capable of interacting with a

digital device with sustained longitudinal compliance. Meaning

they must be capable and willing to consistently engage with a

digital device to ensure effective screening and follow-up pending

positive screening results. Studies have demonstrated that people

with a mental illness were as likely as the general population to

own a digital device with health apps installed (36). To address

essential components of health equity, there would be a need to

provide access to these technologies to Veterans who do not

currently have access to compatible smartphones or devices.

Additionally, it must also be determined if the Veteran population

is willing to accept and engage with digital predictive biomarker

technology. Betthauser et al. found the use of mobile applications

to monitor behavioral health symptoms within the Veteran

population feasible and accepted by the Veterans studied (61). This

is encouraging data that shows if implemented, digital health

technologies can be feasibly utilized within the Veteran population.
Limitations

A limitation to the widespread implementation of digital

predictive biomarkers in the context of suicide-prevention is

that existing digital predictive biomarkers have not been

thoroughly studied. Many are not clinically validated or

developed specifically for the Veteran population and its

particular risk factors. Also, data regarding the relationship

between biomarkers like sleep vital signs, sleep disturbances,

sleep quality, and speech pattern recognition, as to how they

pertain to suicide risk, are limited and confounded for the

Veteran population. Tucker et al. discovered that there are

indirect effects of insomnia symptoms on suicidal ideation

when participants subsequently experienced feelings of

loneliness and lack of meaningful social relationships. This

research did not find a direct association between insomnia

symptoms and suicidal ideation alone (62). Further, it has

been shown in prior literature that a lack of social
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to others, are associated with suicidal ideation across a variety

of populations (63). This shows that the relationship between

sleep and suicide is more complicated than previously thought

(48, 64). However, Hilberg et al. identified sleep as a highly

modifiable therapeutic target that can be used to target

Veteran suicide prevention (65). This illustrates that even with

the limited research in this topic, tracking sleep biomarkers

shows great promise in potentially improving screening for

Veteran suicide risk and subsequently aiding in the

intervention of suicidal ideation.

To establish a truly objective measurement of each of these

biomarkers, data must be generalizable across a wide range of

studies (14). A standardized approach to data collection and

collaboration with practicing physicians and healthcare providers

to clinically validate the efficacy of these digital biomarkers is a

logical next step towards research and implementation of digital

predictive biomarkers into clinical practice (14). A safe and secure

technology agnostic software solution that is focused on health

maintenance and suicide prevention is warranted for this approach

to be successful. In addition, there is a need for broad access to

open-source data for continued research on this subject. The VA’s

use of synthetic data creates large stores of deidentified data that

could be subsequently used for researching more effective

screening methods.

As the medical field continues to work towards improving

effective identification of suicide risk in the Veteran

population, it becomes essential to balance early identification

and the risk of overdiagnosis (66). If utilizing digital

biomarkers were to improve screening sensitivity, specificity

could be reduced, leading to is the potential for overdiagnosis

in this area which needs to be considered and meaningfully

addressed. Healthcare systems could be overwhelmed by the

potential increase in Veterans identified as suicidal. Further

research on the risk overdiagnosis is needed to balance the

outcome of clinical benefit.

A major limitation within mental health treatment, as recently

highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic, is a significant shortage

of mental health resources in the United States. Current

recommendations from the United States Preventive Services

Task Force recommends against screening for suicide if there is

not adequate infrastructure to follow up with these high-risk

individuals (67). While the proposed incorporation of digital

biomarkers in conjunction with conventional screening tools will

not directly provide additional healthcare infrastructure, it could

enable providers to apply the limited resources more efficiently

to Veterans with the greatest needs.
Conclusion

The screening of Veterans for suicide risk requires careful

and personalized assessments. Quantifiable digital biomarkers
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that correlate to increased risk of suicide can serve as early

identifiers of potentially heightened suicidal ideation and may

better inform providers of Veteran mental health status in real

time. Given the limitations of the PHQ-9 and C-SSRS, there

exists an opportunity to augment traditional screening tools

with digital predictive biomarkers potentially creating more

sensitive, specific, and efficient screening tools for Veteran

suicide risk and prevention. Further studies are warranted to

assess patient impact, data fidelity, and risk of overdiagnosis.

In this review, sleep vital signs, sleep disturbance, sleep

quality, and speech pattern recognition have been identified

through preliminary research as potential data that correlates

with suicidal ideation in the Veteran population. If these

digital biomarkers were able to be utilized in conjunction with

conventional screening tools, healthcare teams could better

identify greater numbers of Veterans with acutely heightened

suicide risk. By increasing real time awareness of suicidality

and its predictive physiologic features, on-demand mental

health services need to be more readily available to support

Veterans. Thus, digital predictive biomarkers paired with

conventional screening methods could help fulfill the White

House’s new strategy to reduce Veteran suicide by improving

upon the current industry standard screening methods.
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